
Unit 6: The Age of Revolutions



Chapter 28: Revolutions and National States

•Absolutism vs Enlightenment

• Louis XIV-Louis XVI

•Versailles-how was it viewed?

•7 Years War(French & Indian War)

•American Revolution(Britain vs France)

•High inflation and crop failure



•3 Groups/Estates in France

•Clergy: 1st Estate

•Nobility: 2nd Estate (Between the 2: 3% of the 
population)

•Everyone else:  3rd Estate (97% of the Population)





Tennis Court Oath-Significance



• Therefore the National Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the 
presence and under the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following 
rights of man and of the citizen:

• 1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social 
distinctions may be founded only upon the general good.

• 2. The aim of all political association is the preservation of the natural 
and imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property, 
security, and resistance to oppression.

• 7. No person shall be accused, arrested, or imprisoned except in the 
cases and according to the forms prescribed by law. 

• Approved by the National Assembly of France, August 26, 1789
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• P 643  Which estate wanted change?

• P 643  How did the assembly change France?

• P 645  How did France become radical?

• P 645  What happened to many during the reign of terror?

• P 646  What nations attacked France and why?

• P 646  How did France become a church state under 
Napoleon?

• P 646  What did the Civil Code do?

• P 647  What happened to women in France?

• P 647  How was censorship used?

• P 647  Who did Napoleon not conquer and why?

• P 647  Who was not given rights in Saint-Dominque?

• P 649  What nations hoped to gain Saint-Dominque?



Napoleon Crossing the Alps



Napoleonic Empire
How will the Empire influence Europe?



Liberty Leading 
the People

Who does the 
woman 
represent?

What classes of 
people do you see 
in this picture?



The Spanish Monarch

A Family Affair

What makes this a 
family portrait?

Pictures are not 
always what they 
seem
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• P 649  What finally took place in 1804?

• P 650  Who resented regulations in the colonies?

• P 650  What began to take place in Central and South 
America?

• P 652 What was Bolivar’s goal for South America?

• P 652  How did Brazil become independent?

• P 652  What did not change with independence?

• P 653  How did liberal and conservatives differ?

• P 653  What did liberalism become associated with?

• P 653  What issue became a major topic of discussion?

• P 654  Why did slavery end in Mexico?

• P 654  What did the British parliament do to assist slave 
owners?
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•P 654  Where were women’s rights fought for?

•P 655  How was educating women argued as good?

•P 657  How did people begin to identify themselves?

•P 657  What was cultural nationalism?

•P 657  What did communities begin to distrust?

•P 657  What movement began to take shape?

•P 659  Why did European nations support the 
Greeks?

•P 662  Who became the prime minister of Prussia?



What do you see 
here?  



Chapter 29: The making of an Industrial Society

• P 668  What regions had growing world economies?

• P 669  What natural resource played a role in Great Britain?

• P 669  Where were sugar and cotton produced?

• P 669  Where did industry start?

• P 669  What product increased in demand in the 1700s?

• P 669-70  What was used to create steam?

• P 670  What invention made producing steel cheaper?

• P 671  When did steam engines replace sails on the open sea?

• P 671  What led to workers working in one place?

• P 672 What were the conditions like & who were the 
Luddites?

• P 672  Where did most of the workers come from?
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•P 672  What class formed?

•P 672  How did the farm differ from the factory?

•P 672  What happened to those with slow output?

•P 673  What did the British government forbid?

•P 673  Who were the French hiring in 1830s?

•P 673  Why did German industry proceed slowly?

•P 674  Where did industrialization spread by the 19th 
century

•P 674  What did the U.S. posses for industry?



How was Industrialization viewed by some 
people?
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•P 674  Where in the U.S. did industry spread?

•P 674  What facilitated trade and distribution?

•P 674  How were Whitney and Ford important to 
industry?

•P 674  What was the role of each worker on the 
assembly line?

•P 676  What kind of businesses formed?

•P 676  What formed to eliminate competition?

•P 676-77  What two kinds of monopolies formed?

•P 677  How did industry raise the standard of living?

•P 677  What happened to the population?



The Great Land Serpent 
 



Beautiful London in the 1800s!

Photography 

 

A Drawing
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•P 677  How were the patterns for fertility and 
mortality changing?

•P 677-78  What was the main reason for the decline 
in fertility?

•P 679  Where did migrants move to in large 
numbers?

•P 680  What increased with industrialization?

•P 680  What took place because of increased 
pollution?

•P 680  What formed in the cities?

•P 680  When did the migrants come to the U.S.?

•P 680  Why did slavery disappear?
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•P 681  Who formed the middle class?
•P 681  Who increased in stature?
•P 682  What did the men dedicate themselves to?
•P 682  Why did sports become popular?
•P 682  Why were married women unable to work?
•P 683  What kind of domestic workers increased?
•P 683  What became more demanded out of the 

workforce?
•P 684  According to Marx, how was society divided?
•P 684  How was religion viewed to Marx?
•P 685  How was the state coercive?



 



• While desiring the fullest possible development of the powers, energies, 
and education of women, we believe that their work for the State, and 
their responsibilities towards it, must always differ essentially from those 
of men, and that therefore their share in the working of the State 
machinery should be different from that assigned to men.  Certain large 
departments of the national life are of necessity worked exclusively by 
men.  To men belong the struggle of debate and legislation in Parliament; 
the hard and exhausting labour implied in the administration of the 
national resources and powers; the conduct of England’s relations 
towards the external world; the working of the army and navy; all the 
heavy laborious, fundamental industries of the State, such as those of 
mines, metals, and railways, the lead and supervision of English 
commerce, the management of our vast English finance, the service of 
that merchant fleet on which our food supply depends.  In all these 
spheres women’s direct participation is made impossible either by the 
disabilities of sex, or by strong formation of custom and habit resting 
upon physical difference, against which it is useless to contend.

• Mrs. Humphry War, a literary critic for the London Times(1889), An 
Appeal Against Women’s Suffrage.



• Required, as we are universally, to support and obey the 
laws, nature and reason entitle us to demand that in the 
making of the laws the universal voice shall be implicitly 
listened to.  We perform the duties of freemen; we must 
have the privileges of freemen.  Therefore, we demand 
universal suffrage.  The suffrage, to be exempt from the 
corruption of the wealthy and the violence of the powerful, 
must be secret.  The assertion of our right necessarily 
involves the power of our uncontrolled exercise.  We ask for 
the reality of a good, not for its semblance, therefore we 
demand the ballot.  The connection between the 
representatives and the people, to be beneficial, must be 
intimate.

• Letter to the Parliament by the Chartist, Members of the 
working class(1838) The First Chartist Petition:  Demands 
for Change in England



• It is thus that the sentiment for woman has undergone a change.  The 
romantic passion which once almost deified her is on the decline; and it 
is by intrinsic qualities that she must now inspire respect.  She is no 
longer the queen of song and the star of chivalry.  But if there is less of 
enthusiasm entertained for her, the sentiment is more rational, and, 
perhaps, equally sincere; for it is in relation to happiness that she is 
chiefly appreciated.

• And in this respect it is, we must confess, that she is most useful and 
most important.  Domestic life is the chief source of her influence; and 
the greatest debt society can owe to her is domestic comfort:  for her 
happiness is almost an element of virtue; and nothing conduces more 
to improve the character of men than domestic peace.  A woman may 
make a man’s home delightful, and may thus increase his motives for 
virtuous exertion.

• Elizabeth Poole Sandford,  wife of Mr. John Sandford(1842),  Woman in 
her social and domestic character.



• What effect would it have on your manufacture to reduce the hours of 
labour to ten?—It would instantly much reduce the value of my mill and 
machinery, and consequently of far prejudice my manufacture.
• How so?—They are calculated to produce a certain quantity of work in 
a given time.  Every machine is valuable n proportion to the quantity of 
work which it will turn off in a given time.  It is impossible that the 
machinery could produce as much work in ten hours as in twelve.  If the 
tending of the machines were a laborious occupation, the difference in the 
quantity of work might not always be in exact proportion to the difference 
of working time; but in my mill, and silk mills in general, the work 
requires the least imaginable labour; therefore it is perfectly impossible 
that the machines could produce as much work in ten hours as in twelve.  
The produce would vary in about the same ratio as the working time.

• Testimony of William Harter, a silk manufacturer (1833),  Testimony for 
the Factory Act of 1833:  Working Conditions in England.
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•P 685  What did Marx argue for?

•P 686  Who was restricted from working in G.B.?

•P 687  What did trade unions work to end?

•P 687  What nations worked to be industrial in 
1870s?

•P 687  What was built by Russia?

•P 687  What had Japan become by 1900?

•P 688  How did industrialization increase 
colonization?



Chapter 30  The Americas in the Age of 
Independence

• P 695  Why was Louisiana sold to the U.S.?

• P 695  Western expansion became known as what?

• P 695  What were many Native Americans forced to do?

• P 696  How was the removal of natives simplified?

• P 698  What did many believe would happen to slavery?

• P 698  Why did the Civil War take place?

• P 698  How did the north view the south?

• P 699  Besides Great Britain, who influenced Canada?

• P 699  What two religious groups lived in Canada?

• P 701  What prompted Canada to push for independence?

• P 701  What had Latin American leaders less of  compared to U.S.?



All preceding experiments for the improvement of the Indians have failed.  It 
seems now be an established community and prosper.  Ages of fruitless 
endeavors have at length brought us to a knowledge of this principle of 
intercommunication with them.  The past we can not recall, but the future we 
can provide for…No one can doubt the moral duty of the Government of the 
United States to protect and if possible to preserve and perpetuate the 
scattered remnants of this race which are left within our borders.  In the 
discharge of this duty an extensive region in the West has been assigned for 
their permanent residence…To these districts the Indians are removed at the 
expense of the United States, and with certain supplies of clothing, arms, 
ammunition, and other indispensable articles; they are also furnished 
gratuitously with provisions for the period of a year after their arrival at their 
new homes.

Andrew Jackson, the President of the United States(1835),  The Removal of 
Native Americans in the United States.



All slaves in Brazil follow the religion of their masters; and notwithstanding 
the impure state in which the Christian church exists in that country, still 
such are the beneficent effects of the Christian religion, that these, its 
adopted children, are improved by it to an infinite degree; and the slave 
who attends to the strict observance of religious ceremonies, invariably 
proves to be a good servant.  The Africans, who are imported from Angola, 
and baptized in lots before they leave their own shores:  and on their arrival 
in Brazil they are to learn the doctrines of the church, and the duties of the 
religion into which they have entered.  These bear the mark of the royal 
crown upon their breasts, which denotes that they have undergone the 
ceremony of baptism, and likewise that the king’s duty has been paid upon 
them

• Henry Koster, a British traveler(Mid 1800s), Travels in Brazil:  Religion and 
Slavery in Brazil.
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•P 701  What percent was involved in politics in Latin 
America?

•P 701  What nations sought to conquer indigenous 
people?

•P 703  What government remained bitterly divided?

•P 704  When did the Mexican revolution take place?

•P 706  How did immigrants increase 
industrialization?

•P 706  Where did the immigrants come from by the 
late 1800s?

•P 706  What dynasty approved Chinese migration?



• Although the authority of the executive power in England may appear to 
be extreme, it would, perhaps, not be excessive in the Republic of 
Venezuela.  Here the Congress has tied the hands and even the heads of 
its men of state.  This deliberative assembly has assumed a part of the 
executive functions, contrary to the maxim of Montesquieu, to wit:  A 
representative assembly should exercise no active function.  It should 
only make laws and determine whether or not those laws are enforced.  
Nothing is as disturbing to harmony among the powers of government as 
their intermixture.  Nothing is more dangerous with respect to the 
people than a weak executive; and if a kingdom has deemed it necessary 
to grant the executive so many powers, then in a republic these powers 
are infinitely more indispensable.

•

• Simon Bolivar, the great liberator of South America(1819)  Independence 
in South America
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•P 706  Who settled in Argentina?

•P 706  Where did Indians migrate to?

•P 707  What did the railroads provide?

•P 708  How were railroads key to industry?

•P 708  How were the railroads negative?

•P 708  Why were the time zones established?

•P 708  What allowed Canada to expand 
economically?

•P 710  What did British investors do in Latin 
America?

•P 710  Why did foreign investors determine policy in 
Latin America?
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•P 711  How did America damage Native American 
way of life?

•P 711  What was banned in some places?

•P 712  What society formed in the south after the 
Civil War?

•P 712  Who fought for equal rights?

•P 712  What was introduced by the migrants?

•P 713  What did many from Latin America seek?

•P 715  How was the gaucho viewed?

•P 716  Who dominated Latin American society?



• The popular demand for legislation excluding the Chinese from this 
country is urgent and imperative and almost universal.  Their presence 
here is inimical to our institutions and is deemed injurious and a source of 
danger.  They are a distinct race, saving from their earnings a few hundred 
dollars and returning to China.  This they succeed in doing in from five to 
ten years by living in the most miserable manner, when in cities and 
towns in crowded tenement house, surrounded by dirt, filth, corruption, 
pollution, and prostitution; and gambling houses and opium joints 
abound.  When used as cooks, farm-hands, servants, and gardeners they 
are more cleanly in habits and manners.  They, as a rule, have no families 
here; all are men, save a few women, usually prostitutes…they never 
assimilate with our people, our manners, tastes, religion, or ideas.  With 
us they have nothing in common.

• This selection is from a report by the United States Congress, House 
Committee on Immigration and Naturalization(1892)  Banning Chinese 
Immigration to the United States.



Chapter 31 Societies at Crossroads

•P 723  Why did the Ottomans reach their expansion 
limits?
•P 723  Who became a dominant force in the 

Ottoman Empire?
•P 723  What regions were the Ottomans forced to 

recognize?
•P 723  Why did the British get involved in Ottoman 

affairs?
•P 724  What had declined in the 17th and 18th

Centuries?
•P 724  What did Europeans gain?



• But so large a sovereignty may possibly be an object too extensive 
for a mercantile Company, and it is to be feared they are not of 
themselves able, without the nation’s assistance, to maintain so 
wide a dominion.  I have therefore presumed, Sir, to represent this 
matter to you, and submit it to your consideration, whether the 
execution of a design, that may hereafter be still carried to greater 
lengths, be worthy of the Government’s taking into hand.  I flatter 
myself I have made it pretty clear to you, that there will be little or 
no difficulty in obtaining the absolute possession of these rich 
kingdoms; and that with the Mughal’s own consent, on condition of 
paying him less than a fifth of the revenues thereof.  Now I have 
you to judge, whether an income yearly of upwards of two millions 
sterling, with the possessions of three provinces abounding in the 
most valuable productions of nature and of art, be an object 
deserving the public attention; and whether it be worth the 
nation’s while to take the proper measures to secure such an 
acquisition...

•

• Robert Cliver, son of an English landowner and politician(1759), 
Letter to William Pitt.
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•P 725  What was created by the government?

•P 725  What was built to make the government more 
effective?

•P 726  How was the extension of legal rights to 
religious minorities viewed?

•P 726  What government was formed to check the 
Sultan authority?

•P 726  What did Ottoman leaders become 
acquainted with overtime?



• 2...The Senate will be named...as follows: one third by the Sultan and 
two thirds by the nations and the term of senators will be of limited 
duration.

• 3...All Ottoman subjects having completed their twentieth year, 
regardless of whether they possess property or fortune, shall have the 
right to vote.

• 4...It will be demanded that the right freely to constitute political groups 
be inserted in a precise fashion in the constitutional charter...

• 7...The Turkish tongue will remain the official state language.

• 10...The free exercise of the religious privileges which have been 
accorded to different nationalities will remain intact...

• 16...Education will be free

•

• Young Turks, group of progressive men who pushed for change in 
Turkey(1908), Proclamation of the Young Turks.



Muslim women– Do not listen to the speech of those who are misguided and who 
sow the seed of error in the heart of another, they deceive you when they stress 
obedience to your husbands without telling you of obedience to God and to his 
messenger, and when they say that the woman finds her happiness in obedience 
to her husband.

They seek only their own satisfaction, and that is why they impose upon 
you tasks which the Law of God and that of his Prophet have never especially 
assigned to you.  Such are–the preparation of food-stuffs, the washing of cloths, 
and other duties which they like to impose upon you, while they neglect to teach 
you what God and the Prophet have prescribed for you.

Yes, the woman owes submission to her husband, publicly as well as in 
intimacy, even if he is one of the humble people of the world, and to disobey him 
is a crime, at least so long as he does not command what God condemns; in that 
case she must refuse, since it is wrong of a human creature to disobey the 
Creator.

Usman dan Fodio, member of the Fulani clan who denounced corrupt Islamic 
practices(1810), Jihad in the Western Sudan
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•P 726  What did the Young Turks call for?
•P 727  What regions were active in resistance to the 

Ottomans?
•P 727  Who enjoyed the support of the Orthodox 

Church?
•P 727  In what directions did Russia expand?
•P 727  What was abolished by the Czar?
•P 728  What was the driving force for Russian 

capitalism?
•P 730  What railway system connected the ends of 

Russia?
•P 730  How were workers treated?
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•P 731  Where did the radicals travel to?

•P 731  What minority was targeted by the Russians?

•P 732  What war did Russia get involved in?

•P 732  What was established by the Czar?



• I cannot but wonder at the short time in which morals in Russia have 
everywhere become corrupt.  I can truly say that if, after entering later 
than other nations upon the path of enlightenment, nothing more 
remained for us than to follow prudently in the steps of nations 
previously enlightened, then indeed, in sociability and in various other 
things, it may be said that we have made wonderful progress and have 
taken gigantic steps to correct our outward appearance.  But at the 
same time, with much greater speed, we have hastened to corrupt our 
morals, and have even come to this: that faith and God’s law have been 
extinguished in our hearts, Divine mysteries have fallen into disrepute 
and civil laws have become objects of scorn..

• Children have no respect for parents, and are not ashamed to flout 
their will openly and to mock their old-fashioned behavior.  Parents 
have no love for their offspring;...often they sacrifice them for profit, 
and many have become vendors of their daughters’ honor for the sakes 
of ambition and luxury.  There is no genuine love between husbands and 
wives, who are often cooly indifferent to each other’s adulteries;...

• Mikhail Shcherbatov, aristocrat of Russia(1897), On the Corruption of 
Morals in Russia



• You, O King, from afar have yearned after the blessings of our civilization, and in your 
eagerness to come into touch with our converting influence have sent an Embassy across 
the sea bearing a memorial.  I have already taken note of your respectful spirit of 
submission, have treated your mission with extreme favor and loaded it with gifts, besides 
issuing a mandate to you, O King, and honoring you with the bestowal of valuable presents.  
Thus has my indulgences been manifested.

• Yesterday your Ambassador petitioned my Ministers to memorialize me regarding 
your trade with China, but his proposal is not consistent with our dynastic usage and cannot 
be entertained.  Hitherto, all European nations, including your own country’s barbarian 
merchants, have carried on their trade with our Celestial Empire at Guangzhou.  Such has 
been the procedure for many years, although our Celestial Empire possesses all things in 
prolific abundance and lacks no product within its own borders.  There was therefore no 
need to import the manufactures of outside barbarians in exchange for our own produce.  
But as the tea, silk, and porcelain which the Celestial Empire produces are absolute 
necessities to European nations and to yourselves, we have permitted, as a signal mark of 
favor, that hongs should be established at Guangzhou, so that your wants might be supplied 
and your country thus participate in our beneficence.

• Emperor Qianlong, 82 year old emperor of China(1793), Edict on Trade with Great Britain
hongs=Approximately ten Chinese merchant guilds that alone were licensed to trade with 
Westerners.

•



•P 732  What product did Britain begin to trade 
with China?

•P 733  What did the Chinese attempt to stop?

•P 736  What did the British gain?

•P 736  What was permitted in China?

•P 736  What did the Taiping promote?



• We were born in a time of prosperity and were good people.  We lived in 
towns and were taught to distinguish right from wrong.  But because of 
continuous flooding in our area, we could not get a grain of rice to eat 
even if we worked hard in the fields, and we could not engage in business 
because we lacked the funds.  As a result we all joined the bandits…

• We hate the army runners who recently made heavy demands on us 
and disturbed our villages.  They used the excuse of establishing a local 
militia to cause trouble for the good and honest people and create 
opportunities for the wicked ones.  The words they used were virtuous-
sounding; yet the deeds they actually perpetrated were most 
wicked…They burned down our houses and took all we had; they robbed 
us of our property  and threatened our lives.  

•

• 3 Chinese Rebels, captured after the defeat of the Taiping leaders(1850s),  
Confessions of Taiping Rebels:  The Chinese People Rebel.
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• P 738  What was established in the late 1800s?

• P 738  What nations began to colonize certain regions?

• P 738  What rebellion took place?

• P 739  Who was growing in stature in Japan?

• P 740  Who won trade rights in Japan over time?

• P 741  What nations impressed the Japanese?

• P 741  What government was established by the Japanese?

• P 742  What developments tied the local and regional 
markets?

• P 742  How did education change?



Meiji Reforms
Japan Mid 1800s-

• -Abolition of the feudal system

• -Land Redistribution

• -Westernize the School System (Fr. & Ger.)

• -Modernize the Army (Prussian)

• -Build a Modern Navy (British)

• -Emperor Worship Intensified

• -Human Rights & Religious Freedom

• -Written Constitution (Germans)



Enlightened Half-Enlightened Un-
nlightened

 
 



Chapter 32 The Building of Global Empires

• P 748  How did colonialism change?

• P 748  What did Europeans come to believe?

• P 749  How did Southwest Asia become important?

• P 750  How was patriotism inspired?

• P 750  Where did missionaries go to?

• P 751  What canals assisted in trade?

• P 751  What weapon was being experimented with?

• P 753  What region did the British seek to acquire?

• P 753  Who represented the British royal government?



• It is well known to all that in this age the people of Hindustan (referring to 
Northern India), both Hindus and Muslims, are being ruined under the 
tyranny and oppression of the infidel and treacherous English.  It is therefore 
the bounden duty of those who have any sort of connection with any of the 
Muslim royal families, and are considered the pastors and masters of the 
people, to stake their lives and property for the well-being of the public.  
With the view of effecting this general good, several princes belonging to the 
royal family of Delhi have dispersed themselves in the different parts of 
India, Iran, Turan, and Afghanistan, and have been long since taking 
measures to compass their favorite end; and it is to accomplish this 
charitable object that one of the aforesaid princes has, at the head of an 
army of Afghanistan, etc., made his appearance in India...come here to 
extirpate the infidels residing in the eastern part of the country, and to 
liberate and protect the poor helpless people now groaning under their iron 
rule.

•

• Issued by the grandson of the 82 year old king who had very little 
power(1857), The Azamgarh Proclamation



• The Jews at one time played a necessary role in German history, 
because of their ability in the management of money.  But now that 
the Aryans have become accustomed to the idiosyncrasies of finance, 
the Jews are no longer necessary.  The international Jew, hidden in the 
mask of different nationalities, is a disintegrating influence; he can be 
of no further use to the world.  It is necessary to speak openly about 
the Jews, undisturbed by the fact that the Jewish press befouls what is 
purely historical truth.

• Heinrich von Treitschke, a historian from the University of Berlin(Late 
1800s), Militant Nationalism



The idea of perpetual peace is an illusion supported only by those of weak 
character.  It has always been the weary, spiritless, and exhausted ages which 
have played with the dream of perpetual peace.  A thousand touching 
portraits testify to the sacred power of the love which a righteous war awakes 
in noble nations.  It is altogether impossible that peace be maintained in a 
world bristling with arms, and even God will see to it that war always recurs as 
a drastic medicine for the human race.  Among great states the greatest 
political sin and the most contemptible is feebleness.  It is the political sin 
against the Holy Ghost.

War is elevating because the individual disappears before the great 
conception of the state.  The devotion of the members of a community to 
each other is nowhere so splendidly conspicuous as in war.

Modern wars are not waged for the sake of goods and chattels.  
What is at stake is the sublime moral good of national honor, which has 
something in the nature of unconditional sanctity.

Heinrich von Treitschke, a historian from the University of Berlin(Late 1800s), 
Militant Nationalism
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• P 753  What did the British not try to promote?

• P 753  Who hoped to gain influence in India?

• P 755  Where did the French gain control?

• P 757  What trade developed in Africa?

• P 757  Why did hostility break out in southern Africa?

• P 758  What was the reasoning colonizers gave for dominance in 
Africa?

• P 758  What happened at the Berlin Conference?

• P 759  How were boundaries drawn in Africa?

• P 760  What brought immigrants to New Zealand?

• P 760  What disease spread throughout the region?



A lazy worker being 
punished
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• P 761 What had taken place by 1900?

• P 762  What groups visited the Pacific islands?

• P 763  Why were coal stations being sought?

• P 763  What was issued by President Monroe?

• P 763  When did the U.S. emerge as an imperial power?

• P 763  Who allied with U.S. in the Spanish-Cuban-American War?

• P 764  Who gained control of the Yellow Sea?

• P 764  What region was Japan interested in getting?

• P 766  What were the two patterns of immigration?

• P 767  How was European migration reflected?

• P 768  How was colonial rule resisted?

• P 768  What did Darwin argue?

• P 769  How were racist views adopted?

• P 772  What formed in India and why?



• ...It is not true that the United States feels any land hunger or 
entertains any projects as regards the other nations of the Western 
Hemisphere save such as are for their welfare. All that this country 
desires is to see the neighboring countries stable, orderly, and 
prosperous.  Any country whose people conduct themselves well can 
count upon our hearty friendship.  If a nation show that it knows how 
to act with reasonable efficiency and decency in social and political 
matters, if it keeps order and pays its obligations, it need fear no 
interference from the United States. Chronic wrongdoing, or an 
impotence which results in a general loosening of the ties of civilized 
society, may in America, as elsewhere, ultimately require intervention 
by some civilized nation, and in the Western Hemisphere the 
adherence of the United States to the Monroe Doctrine may force the 
United States, however reluctantly, in flagrant cases of such 
wrongdoing or impotence, to the exercise of an international police 
power...

•

• Theodore Roosevelt, the President of the United States in a message to 
Congress(1904) The Roosevelt Corollary: American Imperialism



“

The Colossus of the Pacific”  

Colossus- Anything colossal, gigantic, or 
very powerful.

 

“The Great White Fleet”

 



 



• Many people have expressed differing opinions concerning the principles and 
advantages of engaging foreigners or Japanese in the task of coastal trade.  
Granted, we may permit a dissenting opinion which suggests that in principle 
both foreigners and Japanese must be permitted to engage in coastal trade, but 
once we look into the question of advantages, we know that coastal trade is too 
important a matter to be given over to the control of foreigners.  If we allow the 
right of coastal navigation to fall into the hands of foreigners in peacetime it 
means loss of business opportunities and employment for our own people, and 
in wartime it means yielding the vital right of information to foreigners.  In fact, 
this is not too different from abandoning the rights of our country as an 
independent nation.

• Looking back into the past, in Japan at the time when we abandoned the 
policy of seclusion and entered into an era of friendly intercourse and 
commerce with foreign nations, we should have been prepared for this very 
task.  However, due to the fact that our people lack knowledge and wealth, we 
have yet to assemble a fleet sufficient to engage in coastal navigation.

•

• Iwasaki Yataro, the founder of the Mitsubishi conglomerate(1876), Letter to 
Mitsubishi Employees



• About twenty-five years ago my knowledge of the White men and their laws 
was very limited.  I knew merely that many nations existed, and among them 
was the English.  These, the blacks who were acquainted with them, praised for 
their justice.  Unfortunately it was not with the English government that my 
first intercourse with the whites commenced.  People who had come from the 
Colony first presented themselves to us, they called themselves Boers.  I 
thought all white men were honest.  Some of these Boers asked permission to 
live upon our borders.  I was led to believe they would live with me as my own 
people lived, that is, looking to me as to a father and a friend.

• About sixteen years since, one of the Governors of the Colony, Sir George 
Napier, marked down my limits on a treaty he made with me.  I was to be ruler 
within those limits.  A short time after, another Governor came, it was Sir P. 
Maintland.  The Boers then began to talk of their right to places I had then lent 
to them.  Sir P. Maitland told me those people were subjects of the Queen, and 
should be kept under proper control; he did not tell me that he recognized any 
right they had to land within my country.

•

• Moshweshewe, king of the Sothos and diplomat (1858), Letter to Sir George 
Grey: Conflict and diplomacy in South Africa.


